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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses features of the Inter
toll Trunk Forecasting System (ITFS) currently 
under development by Bell Canada Engineering 
Economics for Telecom Canada. The system fore
casts trunk requirements for a mixed Fixed 
Hierarchically Routed/High Performance (dynamic
allv) Routed network. In particular, the paper 
des~ribes the construction and forecasting of 
traffic demand matrices for multi-hour sizing. 
Although the characteristics of the Telecom 
Canada network led to the particular definition 
of the matrices used in ITFS, the method of con
struction easily generalizes to any network or 
environment. The forecasting method re-confi
gures historical exchange code-to-exchange code 
demand to account for changes in network archi~ 
tecture. These demands are then projected using 
automatic techniques. The motivation for the 
choice of these techniques is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1981 Telecom Canada, an association of 
the 9 major telephone companies across Canada, 
and Telesat Canada, the nation's satelite tele
communications carrier, set up a study to deter
mine whether the development of a new computer
based forecasting system was feasible and 
required. Their existing system, then over 10 
years old, could not accomodate all new services 
then offered without excessive manual interven
tion. The decision to develop a new software 
based system called the Intertoll Trunk Forecas
ting System (ITFS) was made in 1982 and a phase 
of research into required forecasting and sizing 
methodology and specification development which 
was to last for 2.5 years was started. Bell 
Canada Corporate Engineering Economics, an organ
ization with experience in the development of 
Telecommunications Network Teletraffic models and 
who had developed previous Teletraffic models for 
Telecom Canada, was chosen to research potential 
methodology, assist the specifiers of the system, 
and to supply the system if it was decided to go 
ahead with development after completion of the 
specification. 

This paper has been written to provide a 
brief illustration of the implementation of some 
of the techniques and methodologies discussed at 
the present and previous ITC's and at other 
forums [1,2,3,4,5J. The next section will 
briefly describe the modules of ITFS, list some 
of its important features and give the rationale 
for selecting these features. Section 3 will 
discuss in detail the selection of a set of 

of optimal traffic demand matrices to allow ITFS 
to size the network using multi-hour techniques 
and take advantage of non-coincident busy hours 
in the network. We will shed some light on the 
selection of an optimal set of demand matrices. 
Section 4 of the paper will describe a system of 
automated mechanized projection techniques used 
to provide seven year forecasts of trends in the 
network. . 

The development of systems the size and com
plexity of ITFS requires more than just one orga
nixation with a few people working in isolation. 
We would like to acknowledge the contribution of 
the producers of the ITFS specification, Telecom 
Canada - Fundamental Planning (Projects) who 
conceptualized and defined much of the methodo
lo~y described in this paper. Other key parti
cipants include Bell Northern Research who devel
oped the algorithms and methodology for the 
sizing of the Non Hierarchical High Performance 
Routing system and the Bell Canada Corporate 
Systems Organization who have participated in the 
logical and physical database design of ITFS. 
Without their help and analysis this work could 
not have been carried out. Last but by no means 
least, we would like to acknowledge the contri
bution of our colleagues on the Bell Canada 
Engineering Economics ITFS Development Team. 

2.0 OVERVIEW AND FEATURES OF ITFS 

The Intertoll Trunk Forecasting System (ITFS) 
is logically partitioned into 5 high level 
business functions which are shown within the 
circles in Figure 2.1: It interfaces with out
side systems, data bases and forecasters as 
characterized by the squares in Figure 2.1. 
These outside sources provide the information 
required to operate the system e.g existing ser
vice demand, structure and topology of the net
work to be forecasted, etc. The system is also 
capable of being of overridden at a number of 
points by forecasters and operators who may 
impose constraints on operation, fine-tune fore
casted rates of growth based on economic con
siderations, future plans, etc. In addition, 
there are manual/mechanized interfaces to allow 
information beyond that provided in the standard 
reports of the system to be accessed by fore
casters and/or operators. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, the 5 high level 
business functions are, 1 - Network Architecture, 
2 - Process PTP Demand, 3 - Project PTP Demand, 
4 - Identify New Fixed Hierarchical Routing Trunk 
Groups, 5 - Dimension Network. 

The Network Architecture function allows the 
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FIG. 2.1 ITFS BUSINESS FUNCTION 
____ .1 

user to input and v~lid~-; da ta ~--the topology 
and correlations of the network to be sized. 

The Process PTP Demand function combines the 
network architecture description and a point-to
point (PTP) demand data base (deri ved from 
network billing tapes) to produce the traffic 
matrices to be forecasted. 

The Project PTP Demand function takes the 5 
years of demand history derived in the second 
b~siness function and projects it for 7 years. 

The Identify New Fixed Hierarchical Groups 
function, identifies new pairs of points betwee~ 
which it has become economic to establish new I 

trunk groups, using the forecast demand for a 
given year. (ECCS methodology is used.) 

Dimension Network sizes the trunk groups in 
each future year using the forecast traffic 
matrices. 

Features 

A considerable amount of time was spent in the 
early specification phase on the selection of 
operational features to be incorporated into the 
system from a long list of potential features 
which could be implemented. Those features 
which were selected were based on future tech
nological developments in the network, opportu
nities for increasing network efficiency, sav
ings in forecasting cost, the need to make the 
system user-friendly and statements of function
ality requirements by the forecasters. Some 
features thus introduced include the use of 
point-to-point demand, the ability to forecast 
a mixed non-hieyarchical/hierarchical network, 
incorporation of online input and validation, 
multi-hour sizing techniques, mechanized 
creation of forecast entities and automated 
forecasting of demand. 

High Performance Routing (HPR) 

The decision to include non-hierarchical routinp. 
capability was taken as a result of plans by 
Telecom Canada to incorporate a High Performance 
Routing (HPR) into the Canadian network. This 
system which is a variant of dynamic routing 
developed by BNR is exp~cted to produce trunk 

savings and make the network more resistant to 
equipment failure and unexpected overloads. The 
HPR system results in routing of calls suffi
ciently different to a fixed hierarchical net
work so that both needed to be reflected in the 
forecasting system. The developers of HPR, BNR . 
were included in the ITFS system development to 
define the routing and sizing algorithms 
required. BNR's work is discussed in detail 
within another paper to be presented at this 
conference [1]. 

Point-to-Point Demand 

Both point to point demand measured by sampling 
the network billing data of the Canadian network 
and measured trunk demand (peg-count, usage and 
overflow) are available to the system forecaster i 
One of the early decisions made in the speci- ' 
fication development was to use exclusively 
PTP demand in ITFS. The main reason for making 
this choice were the plans to incorporate HPR in 
the network. The HPR routing of calls varies 
based on a calculation of the optimum network 

routing given avai+ability of facilities on the 
network at a given time, and is 'affected by 
abnormal demands, equipment failure etc. As a 
result usage measurements of trunk group demand 
on HPR tr.unk groups cannot be expected to be an 
accurate base for the forecasting of future 
demand. The exclusive use of PTP demand within 
ITFS expected to produce more stable, more 
efficient forecasts. 

Online Entry and Validation 

One of the most difficult and time consuming 
tasks associated with the existing forecasting 
system is the entry of the network architecture 
(topology and routing information) into the 
system. This information must be updated once 
each forecast period to reflect changing plans 
of all 9 operating member companies. The 
process is usually left as late as possible in 
the forecast cycle to ensure that the latest 
information is included and is accomplished by 
inputting large flat files of update information 
The providers of the information are geographi
cally and organizationally dispersed and infor
mation must be centrally validated before being 
entered in the database. 

ITFS has been designed to update network 
information in an online mode allowing for 
remote entry with immediate transaction verifi
cation. If the transaction is consistent with 
the current network view, then the ne.twork 
architecture database is immediately updated and 
the new version is ready for the next trans
action. New information may be added as it 
becomes available, ameliorating the last minute 
rush and later vintage information may be 
entered since the requirement for several cycles 
of final validation and correction is eliminated . 
ITFS will use a 'snapshot' of the database taken 
at a preannounced time for each cycle of the 
forecast. 

Multiple Hour Sizing 
The Canadian network spans 5 time zones 

with a four-and-a-half hour time-difference. 
~There are also significant differences in the 
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seasonal geographic distribution of the traffic. 
The result of these seasonality differences to
gether with local peaks occurring at the same 
clock-hour but not the same network hour, 
results in a large number of non-coincident 
demand peaks. 
The selection of a single database capturing all 
of the peaks would result in the over-provi
sioning of trunks for the network. To overcome 
this, a multi-hour sizing algorithm is used in 
ITFS. For this algorithm, a number of demand 
databases are created representing different 
periods of the year and different times of the 
day. The objective of database selection is to 
select periods and time slots which include all 
peaks in the network in at least one set of 
demand but which separate non-coincident peaks 
which affect the same facilities. A minimum 
number of demand data sets to accomplish the 
above must be determined since each additional 
data set leads to additional operating costs. 
On the other hand, too few data sets will lead 
to the over-provisioning of the network due to 
false coincidence. The criteria for minimum 
selection will be covered in greater detail. 

Entity Creation 

The PTP data source for the ITFS is a sample of 
20 million call-by-call-records per month. The 
processing of this number of data items for 

. trend forecasting, and for sizing would be 
I expensive. Accordingly, it is desirable to find 
a means of aggregating the data without losing 
the ability to accurately reflect changes in the 
network architecture over the forecasting 
period. In ITFS, we search for groups of 
custome rs whose demand enters the network to
gether throughout the life of the forecast. 
These groups are called ENTITIES. Manual choice 
of entities is a difficult process for the fore
caster and often results in the creation of 
extra entities which are redundant. We have 
incorporated a process to examine the architec
ture of the network over the ·5 year period and 
automatically select those entities which are 
required. The call records are then aggregated 
into demand from entity-to-entity. Automating 
entity creation will save both forecaster time 
and processing time, the latter because fewer 
entities are defined. 

Automated Demand Forecasting 

Because of the large volume of items to be 
forecasted ·(entity-to-entity parcels for about 
1000 entities), automatic methods must be used. 
A complete description of the forecasting syste~ 
is given in Sect ion 4. 

3.0 CONSTRUCTION OF TRAFFIC MATRICES 

This section discusses the method of cons
tructing representative traffic matrices. The 
first sub-section will motivate the approaches 
taken to the problem; the second sub-section 
will describe how these approaches were applied 
in an empirical study of data from the Telecom 
Canada network. Generalizations of the results 
to other networks and other environments will 
be made. 

3.1 Motivation 

As indicated in Section 2, the intent of 
this research was to find a compromise between 
the processing ·cost of using a large number of 
matrices and the loss of information resulting 
from using a small number. · The objective was 
to find a small number of matrices that captured 
the important features of the traffic behaviour, 
especially time-of-day differences or season~l 
differences in the busy periods of sub-networks, 
without distortion. From an initial examination 
of acceptable processing cost, the maximum 
number of matrices was set to 12. 

When many traffic matrices are collapsed in 
any fashion, there are two risks to be consi
dered: the risk of missing a peak somewhere in 
the network; and the risk of lumping two non
coincident peaks together which affect the same 
trunks and/or switches. The former leads to 
undersizing trunk groups and can result in 
quality-of-service problems. The latter, FALSE 
COINCIDENCE, leads to oversizing trunks because 
it does not take advantage of idle capacity in 
one sub-network to serve the peak in another. 

To minimize the risk of missing a peak the ' 
method of construction should examine all 
periods of the day and year when a peak may 
occur. No periods should be eliminated a 
priori, as in a Busy Season approach, and the 
load for any hour should be eligible to be 
selected and placed in a traffic matrix. 

Furthermore, loads to be placed in the matrices 
should be selected on the basis of peaks, not 
washed out by averaging. 

To minimize risk of false coincidence the 
method of construction should keep non-coinci
dent peaks in different matrices. If all hours 
and all days were kept separate, there would be 
no false coincidence. Fortunately, hours and 
days may be combined. uppose for example that 
there are three identifiable sub-networks A, B, 
and C and suppose, furthermore, that all three 
have their busy period in the morning. Sub
networks A and B peak in the summer months and 
C peaks in the winter months. Then a repre
sentative set of matrices is one matrix repre
senting the morning period in the summer and 
one matrix representing the morning period in 
the winter. We need not include the afternoon 
and evening periods when no peaks occur. No 
finer resolution of the summer is required if A 
and B have coincident peaks within this period. 
Inputting a summer and a winter matrix to the 
dimensioner enables it to find the idle capacity 
in the C sub-network during the summer to handle 
A's peak and B's peak, and the idle capacity in 
the A and B sub-networks during the winter to 
handle C's peak. 

In ITFS, we divide the year into PERIODS 
and the hours of the day into TIME SLOTS. One 
traffic matrix, called a LOADSET, represents 
each combination of period and time-slot. The 
values placed in the matrices should represent 
the peak load. In the diagram below, one such 
division of the year into twelve loadsets has 
been presented. 
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3.1.2 Selecting Loadset Definition 

LOADSET DEFINITION 

Jan Apr Jul Oct 
0900 +---------+---------+---------+--------+ 

I I I I I 
1200 +---------+---------+---------+--------+ 

1800 
I . I I I I , 
+---------+---------+---------+--------+ 

To pick , the best loadset definition, 
metrics assessing goodness had to be selected. 
After examining some statistics from both a 
theoretical and an empirical basis, a simple 
one-dimensional statistic was selected which 
measured the distance of a particular definition 
from the worst case. 

I I I I I 
0800 +---------+---------+---------+--------+ 

By selecting peak loads from all hours of 
the entire year, this method ensures that all 
peaks are captured. False coincidence still 
exists, for example, if one sub-network peaks 
at 10:00 in the same period. In this case, the 
sizer will create idle capacity to ser.ve what 
it assumes to be coincident peaks. The 
challenge lies in defining a set of loadsets 
capturing all peaks and minimizing false 
coincidence'. 

3.1.1 Selection of Peak Loads 

Consider matrix entry or traffic parcel 
A-Z (the load from switch A to switch Z). The 
load when the parcel itself is busiest is not 
necessarily the best estimate of peak load 
es:pecially when there is not a direct trunk 
group between the two switches. In the diagram 
below, the route from h to Z is shown with 
attention focussed on trunk group P-Q. 

~~ 
A3 J 

A 

~Zl 
" .Z3 

Z 

Trunk group P-Q is also part of the route from 
AI, A2, ... to Zl, Z2, ... If loadsets were 
constructed using the peak load of each parcel 
then trunk group P-Q could be oversized if the 
peaks of parcels A-Z, Al-Zl, A2-Z2, ... were 
non-coincident. 

Trunk group P-Q busy hour is also not use
ful since many trunks are impacted by the A-Z 
parcel and these groups may all have different 
busy hours. 

The load for the A-Z parcel could be taken 
when s\vitch A is busiest. An additional advan
tage of this is that the HPR sizer is parti
cularly concerned with the load when the 
'bundle' of all trunks at A is busy [2J. Thus, 
picking A-Z, A-Zl, ... when A is busy is useful 
for the sizer. However, by the same argument, 
A-Z could be selected when Z is busy and this 
might not be at the same time. 

Since neither of these alternatives have 
any obvious superiority, the solution was to 
build one matrix using A-Z loads when A is busy 
(called the Control-A matrix) and one matrix 
with A-Z loads when Z is busy (called the 
Control-Z matrix). These two matrices were 
then combined using the Kruithof method [6J. 

The worst case in terms of false coinci
dence occurs when only one matrix is used to 
represent the whole year. All peaks for all 
sub-networks appear in the same matrix, no idle 
capacity is observed, and trunks are oversized. 
This matrix was termed the PEAK-OF-PEAKS matrix 
and its volume (VP-P = V (L) = L L (i, j) i. e. the 
total network load represented) is the worst 
case load. 

In a Multi-Hour context, it is reasonable 
to assume that the cost of a network varies 
directly with the total network load of the 
largest (in terms of volume) matrix inp.ut to 
the sizer since the network created by a Multi
Hour sizer can be no smaller than the networks 
created by sizing each of the input matrices in 
a single hour fashion. This suggests using the 
ratio of the volume of the largest matrix to 
the peak-of-peak load (R = max (V(Lk»/VP-P) as 
a measure of the goodness of a loadset defini
tion. A value near 1.0 implies a definition 
with essentially the same amount of false coin
cidence present in the peak-of-peaks matrix. 
A value much less than 1.0 implies less false 
coincidence and lower total network cost. With 
this metric, the empirical task is to find a 
partition of the year into periods and time
~'n ~ s such that R is minimized. 

A lower bound for R, RLOW, is computed by 
constructing the largest (in terms of VeL»~ 
matrix with zero false coincidence. To obtain 
zero false coincidence, the loadset definition 
must partition the year into 24 hours and all 
days. As a consequence, the largest matrix is 
that representing the overall network busy hour. 
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3.2 Results of the Empirical Study 

A year of point-to-point data was obtained 
for all hours averaged by week. The process of 
finding the definition with the least value of 
the volume ratio (R) was iterative, the results 
of one definition suggesting the definition for 
the next iteration. All matrices were examined 
(not just the largest one) to see which should 
be split (resolution of periods or time-slots 
increased) or which could be combined (resolu
tion, decreased). 

While searching, some useful groundrules 
for constructing good loadset definitions were 
found. Chief among these was to keep the over
all network peak and the overall second-peak 
(and third-peak) separate. (The second-peak is 
the second highest load; the third-peak is the 
third highest load, etc.) These overall second
peaks are created by individual sub-networks 
peaking. By keeping the peak and second-peak 
in separate matrices, the chance of lumping 
together sub-neto-rks with non-coincident peaks 
and so creating false coincidence is minimized. 
This may best be done by examining the profile 
of network load over time-of-day and period of 
the year. Fig. 3.1 shows the pattern of peak
month usage for the Telecom Canada network by 
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hour of the day. Fig. 3.2 below shows the 
pattern of peak-hour usage by month of the 
year. 

~ o 
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Q 
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CENTRAL TIME HOUR 

FIG. 3.1 - PEAK BY HOUR (ALL MONTHS) 
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FIG. 3.2 -PEAK BY MONTH (ALL HOURS) 

The network as a whole peaks in September. 
The spring of the year is the only recognizable 
low period. The profile of usage over hours o f 
the day shows the traditional influence of 
business traffic on weekday loads - busy during 
the morning and early a f terno~n, a pronounced 
'lunch hour' and a slight residential peak in 
the early evening . 

The first-cut part i tioning was based on an 
examinati on of these figures. The ratio of 
matrix volume to peak-o f -peak load for each 
matrix is given in Fig . 3.3 below. 

Fig. 3.3 - RATIO VALUES 

JAN-JUN JUL-AUG SEP-OCT NOV-DEC 
2400-1059CT 87.71% 91.39 93.95 86.72 
1100-l559CT 83.02 85.90 90.28 85.00 
l600-2 359CT 74 . 60 76.00 79.78 78.78 

The maximum value of the ratio was 94.0%. 

on the network busy-hour of September 1000CT 
(Central Time). 

The next definition was created by split
ting the morning period in an attempt to reduce 
the false coincidence caused by lumping together 
all morning busy periods. Creating extra time
slots implied that fewer period definitions 
could be used in order to keep the total number 
of loadsets to 12. The ratios for the new 
definition were calculated and examined, new 
definitions suggested themselves and so on. 

The selected loadset definition is given in 
Fig. 3.4 belm". 

Fig. 3.4 - Final Loadset Definition 

2400-0859CT 
0900-0959CT 
lOOO-l059CT 
1100-1259CT 
1300-l659CT 
l700-2359CT 

JAN-AUG 
74.11% 
85.68 
86.85 
79.15 
84.50 
78.05 

SEP-DEC 
72.17 
85.28 
87.80 
80.05 
87.79 
79.99 

The maximum value is 87.8% which is quite 
close to the value of RLOW, 86.9%. The impact 
of using Multi-Hour methods should give mu~h 
less cost than using the peak-of-peak matrix 
and just slightly more cost than using only the 
network busy hour. However, because of their 
construction, sizing the loadsets will not risk 
under sizing trunks and compromising service by 
missing peaks, as would sizing the network 
using the network busy hour only. 

3.3 Conclusions 

The final loadset definition has finer 
resolution of the hours of the day than it does 
of the months or seasons of the year. This is 
in line with conventional wisdom about the peak
edness of the business day but against common 
assumptions of the importance of seasonal 
effects. A definition with 6 time slots but 
no period split is almost as good as the final 
12 loadset definition (maximum ratio = 88.4 %). 
The 6 loadset definition is now being used for 
ITFS testing because it saves processing time 
while giving comparable results. 

The simple one-dimensional metric used here 
was extremely valuable in the search for a good 
loadset definition. It was easy to relate to 
the goals of the empirical study, was easy to 
compute, and easy to assess - there was no 
information overload. The statistic could have 
been programmed into a search routine that would 
compute the best partition. This was not done, 
in our study, since we wanted to observe the 
results of each iteration. Furthermore, total 
network cost is not the sole criterion for 
assessing a definition. This metric (and any 
other one-dimensional metrics) should be supple
mented with information on off-peak volumes, 
sub-network information etc. 

It is important to look at sub-networks, 
especially when the overall network is dominated 
by one or two large markets (e.g. cities, states 
companies). The definition which is best for 
the overall network may be seriously deficient 
for sensitive sub-networks, creating false
coincidence and oversizing trunk groups. 

For comparison, the value of RLOW is 86.9% based 
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4.0 FORECASTING 

This section will discuss two ·different 
aspects of the forecasting prublem: the way 
ITFS deals with an ·evolving ·network architec
ture, and the s·election of .an automatic fore.:.. · 
casting technique. 

4.1 Network Evolution 

Trunk forecasting systems cannot ignore 
network evolution. One of the purposes of 
these systems is to calculate changes in trunk 
requirements as the network evolves. 

A number of methods to handle evolution were 
examined. These included: forecasting at the 
exchange code-to-exchange code level, forecasting 
at switch-to-switch level and then adjusting for 
evolution, and re-configuring history to reflect 
the base architecture before forecasting. 

Exchange code-to-exchange code level fore
casting was eliminated because of the volume of 
items to be forecast, and the inaccuracy of 
forecasts at this level. In the Telecom Canada 
network there are approximately 5000 exchange 
codes implying the need to forecast 25 million 
items. The main source of point-to-point data 
for ITFS is a sampled base of billed calls. 
Studies of, data from the Telecom .Canada n~twork 
showed that the estimation error for traffic 
parcels based on this data base varies inversely 
with the volume of the parcel. When the load for 
a point-to-point combination is large, the esti
mated load is quite accurate. When the actual 
load is small~ as in the case of exchange code
to-exchange code level parcels, the variation is 
considerable. Moreland [7J studied the AT&T 
sample base from a theoretical viewpoint and 
found the same behaviour. As exchange code-to
exchange code parcels are aggregated to form 
entity-to-entity or switch-to-switch parcels, 
the errors at the low level tend to cancel out, 
producing more accurate estimates of load. Fore
casting at as high a level of aggregation as 
possible reduces processing cost and improves 
accuracy. 

Forecasting at switch-to-switch level is 
more accurate because of aggregation but the 
necessity to adjust base loads for changes in 
architecture introduces new sources of inaccuracy 
and complexity. Most adjustment methods are 
based on the assumption that the two switches 
involved, the switch-to-switch load, and the 
parcels being moved are all growing at the same 
rate. This is assumed either implicitly, by 
considering statistics like the ratio of parcel 
demand to total demand, or explicitly, by fore
casting the parcel using either the switch-to
switch or end-switch growth rate. l'olith these 
methods, the forecast of what is subtracted from 
one switch-to-switch parcel may not equal what is 
added to another, especially if many parcels and 
many switch-to-switch combinations are involved. 
This method may not CLOSE i.e. the forecast total 
network load, after adjusting for re-arrange
ments, may not equal the forecast total network 
load before adjustment. The method itself .' 
creates or loses load without regard to actual 
growth or decline. 

Even if a method closes, the estimates of 
adjustment are typically based on the parcels 
aff~cted by re-arrangement. These are likely to 
'le highly disaggregated traffic parcels and, ~s 

discussed above under exchange code-to-exchange 
cod~ level forecasting, are likely to be 
inaccurate. 

The third method, which was adopted for 
ITFS, is to re-configure the demand history to 
reflect the network architecture in the base 
year of the forecast. The data is held at 
exchange code-to-exchange code level. Given the 
association of exchange codes to entities for thE 
forecast run (recall the ··definition of entities 
in Section 2) a new entity-to-entity level his-

. tory is created. Five years of exchange code-to
exchange code level data is re-configured to forn 
five years of entity-to-entity level data each 

run. These entity-to-entity parcels are then 
forecasted and combined to form the switch-to
switch demand for the association of entities to 
switches of each forecast year. The re-configu
ration of the exchange code-to-exchange code 
history to entity-to-entity maintains a consis
tent data definition for demand forecasting; the 
aggregation of entity-to-entity forecasts to 
switch-to-switch forecasts based of future archi
tecture ensures accurate tracking of future net
work evolution. This method guarantees that the 
re-arranged estimates close since different 
switch arrangements reflect only differing asso
ciations of entities to switches and that the 
data are aggregated above the statistically 
unreliable level of exchange code-to-exchange 
code. 

This method requires large amounts of 
storage and processing but recent advances in 
hardware and software which lower processing 
cost and increase speed allow such methods to be 
considered as viable alternatives to approxi
mations. 

4.2 Automatic Forecasting Techniques 

There are many techniques for automatic or 
'hands off' forecasting in the statistical liter
ature which are either simple or complex. (See 
Makridakis and Ribbon [8J for a recent biblio
graphy.) Complex techniques have theoretical 
appeal, however, there are two problems with most 
of these methods: they have not been shown to 
forecast accurately in practice and their sophi
stication leads to a lack-of-confidence in their 
users. 

The forecast accuracy of competing tech
niques was investigated by Makridakis et al [9J. 
The data being forecasted were mostly macro
economic series mixed \yi th some conpany-level 
revenue and sales series. The results showed 
that simple techniques like linear regression and 
exponential smoothing out-performed their more 
complicated rivals. 

When the forecaster lacks confidence in an 
automatic method he/she usually responds by 
overriding. The mechanical forecast is felt to 
be deficient and it must be corrected with an 
override. This effect has been ovserved in 
inventory forecasting systems (see [lOJ). 

This almost constant overriding makes an 
automatic system redundant and degrades the fore-
cast accuracy of the whole system. Other empiri
cal studies have shown that 'seat-of-the-pants' 
forecasts are not as accurate as those produced 
by statistical methods. 

The methods chosen for ITFS were simple 
time-based linear regression and exponential re
gression. The linear model assumes that point-
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to-point load grows by a constant number of 
erlangs (CCS, minutes etc.) every year. The 
exponential model assumes that point-to-point 
load grows at a constant rate every year (e.g. 
10%). Both models are fit to the history and 
their predictive performance over the historical 
period are compared. The model with the best 
performance is selected for forecasting. (A 
simple one-pass check for outliers is performed 
in order to eliminate gross data errors or dis
tortions in the series.) 

Just because simple techniques work well on 
~ the majority of data series does not mean they 
,work well in every case. The forecasting module 
'includes override capability for the forecasters. 
This enables them to reconcile the forecast to 
economic and demographic trends, and market sti
mulations. It also enables them to override the 
effects of unusual occurrences, such as strikes 
in the postal system, disasters, and unusual 
weather conditions which result in one-time 
increases of demand for telephone service. 

Tracking of growth rates produced by the 
automated system against actuals measured in suc
ceeding years is also provided. This will 
provide information to fine-tune the projection 
algorithms and to keep track of the accuracy of 
overrides provided by the forecasters. We expect 
that the automatic forecasting feature will pro
vide manpower savings, free the forecasters to 
spend additional time on the examination of 
economic and demogr'aphic effects, and provide a 
more accurate overall forecast. 

5.0 SUMMARY 

In this paper we have illustrated the tan
gible application in ITFS of some of the methodo
logies and techniques for forecasting and dimen
sioning presented in the recent literature. New 
methodologies have been presented for the cons
truction of traffic demand matrices for multi
hour engineering. The concept of re-configura
tion of historical demands for changes in network 
architecture has also been introduced. 
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